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Aaa driver improvement final exam answers

Read the answers to frequently asked questions. How often can I take a driver improvement course in Virginia? Virginia's driver improvement program complies with it. For the best, most relevant, and most reliable driver training materials and programs, look for AAA Driver Training PROGRAMS. Question: 1 Young children may suffer serious injuries from ______, which unfold even in a low-speed accident. Question: 2 Road hypnosis is related to ____________. Right: With an emergency blocking mechanism
Ask questions: 4 When you are tired your _________ shrinks. Question: 5 If you take sedatives, you experience____. Question: 6 A of__________is is an important factor in traffic drops. Question: 7 Side effects of legal drugs that may affect your driving include _________. Question: 8 If you have a solid yellow line next to the road __________. Correct: you cannot pass or cross in the approaching laneCuestion: 9 In general, for men it takes the liver to ________ to process approximately one drink. Question: 10
Alcohol begins to affect you__________after enters your body. Question: 11 Looking at the ground next to a moving vehicle helps you judge its__________. Question: 12 drivers__________two aggressive to four times more people than drivers with alcohol problems. Question: 13 Ina lack of attention is a general lack of__________the the task of driving. Question: 14 What factor can affect an individual's BAC? Question: 15 One of the most important things you can do while driving is focus on the__________of
your passengers. Question: 16 Among the dead, teenage drivers have the highest mortality rates for miles driven among all age groups, followed by older drivers and youth ________. Question: 17 If the intervention does not work, instead of driving with the impaired driver, should______. Question: 18 There are new signs of pedestrian and school areas on the road to warn drivers of an approaching pedestrian crossing. He'are_______. Question: 19 A _____________painted in your lane at an intersection
indicates the best place to stop your vehicle. Question: 20 A drink equals__________ in the eyes of law enforcement. Question: 21 When you enter traffic from a stopped position, the right of way always occurs to_________. Question: 22 A great advantage of the push/pull direction from the low hand position is________. Correct: Improved vehicle control because the arms remain close to the body and maintain a more stable upright position of the body Questions: 23 If you are trapped in a traffic jam and you
can feel your anger increasing, you are experiencing a challenge called ________. Question: 24 low-traction slippery or wet surface conditions make it difficult to control the speed and _______of your vehicle. Question: 25 By law, if you are involved in _______pass collision, _________.1 If you see the farm equipment ahead traveling on the same road as you,_______pass them in law2 Driving decisions depend on Realistic perceptions and _____.in the rain4 Young children may suffer serious injuries from
______, which unfold even in a low-speed shock, drowsy driving6 If you are stuck in a traffic jam and you can feel your anger increasing, you are experiencing an emotional challenge called ________.7 A great advantage of pushing/pulling steering from the low hand position is________.enhanced vehicle control because the arms remain close to the body and maintain a more stable vertical position of the bodywork8 Most skates are caused by_________.9 While you are passing on a two-lane road,
_________.10 If you can see an emergency vehicle with flashing lights ahead, ______.11 If you are involved in a collision and the vehicles are still operational , _______.12 Most drivers involved in collisions are persons who have a _____driving.13 Motor traffic-related fatality is the number one cause of accidental death and motor vehicle collisions are the leading cause of death for older people.14 If death related to motor vehicle traffic is the number one cause of accidental death and motor vehicle collisions
are the main cause of motor vehicles. death for people of age.14 If death related to car traffic is the first cause of accidental death and motor vehicle collisions are the leading cause of death for older people.14 If death related to motor vehicle traffic is the first cause of accidental death and motor vehicle collisions are the leading cause of death for older people.14 If motor traffic-related death is the leading cause of death for older people.14 If motor traffic-related death is the first cause of accidental death and
motor vehicle collisions are the leading cause of death for the elderly.14 If death related to motor vehicle traffic is the first cause of accidental death and motor vehicle collisions are the main cause intervention is not working, instead of driving with the driver impaired, then______.15 Using a higher rated octane than your vehicle______.16 If you take sedatives, could experience____.17 Over__________people were killed in 2005 in alcohol-related accidents.18 If their vehicle starts to hydrofoil, it should _____.19
In general, for men the liver is needed up to ________ to process approximately one drink.20 If parked off-the-shoulder after a breakdown , ________.21 Aggressive driving can be defined as the operation of a vehicle in a way that is likely to be to________.22 When its rearview mirror is set in its night setting it can its to_________.23 Traffic engineers and legislators have designed our roads, laws and traffic controls to help drivers __________ what other road users are about to do.24 Alcohol begins to affect
you__________after your body.25 After starting your vehicle.25 After starting your vehicle. , make sure that the ___________are off.26 If a approaching driver refuses to change his high to low beams, should_____.locate the white line marker and use it to guide you27 Traction Control systems__________the driver.28 Looking at the ground next to a moving vehicle helps you judge its__________.29 In the U.S., every year approximately _______people are injured and about 40,000 people die in traffic
collisions.stop31 The text can be used with a diamond symbol at delineate__________.32 As you approach a railroad crossing, you should look_____.33 Alcohol can be used quickly to find its way to the brain because______.34 One of the most important things you can do while driving is to concentrate on the__________of your passengers.35 If you see raindrops splashing on the road surface or if you are forced to drive through a puddle or stagnant water.35 If you see raindrops. splashing on the surface of the
road or if you are forced to drive through a puddle or stagnant water.35 If you see raindrops splashing on the road surface or if you are forced to drive through a puddle or stagnant water.35 If you see raindrops splashing on the road surface or if you are forced to drive through a puddle or stagnant water.35 If you see drops of rain splashing on the road surface or if , __________.36 Among the dead, teenage drivers have mortality rates for miles driven among all age, age, by older drivers and young people
________.37_________is one of the three main factors associated with fatal accidents.38 There are new signs of pedestrian and school areas on the road to warn drivers of a approaching pedestrian crossing. They are_______.peripheral vision40 On a three- or five-lane road, when you have a broken yellow line on your side of the road,___________.41 If you are a passenger and have your seat reclined with your seat belt on, in case of an accident, ______.your body could slide forward, increasing the chance
of injury42 Risk while driving is defined as the probability of _______, damage or loss, stay in your lane44 If you pack your vehicle full, should_______.reference your owner's manual for maximum load weight45 When you enter traffic from a stopped position, always cease the right of track to_________.on the right side of your lane47 Slick or wet Low-traction surface conditions make it difficult to control speed and _______of your vehicle.48 Electronic road message boardscommunicate______.49 There are
usually _______ collisions in a motor vehiclecrash.50 Turn on your________ long before your manoeuvre to turn or change lanes. Question 1: Most drivers make driving errors
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Question 3: If you experience microspileum, __________. Right: Get off the road in a safe place and nap Question 4: If you have to drive on a long trip, get plenty of rest before you leave and plan to stop __________ hours. Question 5: Some people may get frustrated when they are trapped in a situation where they are uncontrolled, which can lead to __________. Question 6: Ina attention is usually caused by concentration in __________. Question 7: Other drivers depend on you being rational and
__________. Question 8: If you are driving in heavy traffic and want to knit in and out of traffic to get ahead, it may be the result of __________. Question 9: The rhythm that regulates the body's natural wakefulness/sleep cycle is called __________. Question 10: It is not safe to drive if you stay awake for __________. 1 Determine a safe travel speed based on ____________. You should look for a minimum of__________seconds ahead of your vehicle to avoid obstacles in your path.3 You can reduce your
vehicle's blind spot by_______.4 New hand positions on the steering wheel such as __________.5 You must use your vehicle's headlights at any time from __________ before sunset or sunset. as well as at any time when its visibility is less than __________.6 The speed posted on a sign warning you of a curve ahead,________. Right: it is the safe speed to travel in ideal conditions When leaving a parking spot, ____________ has the right of way. When adjusting the driver's side mirror, you want to be able to
see_______. Right: the top The rear tire on the left our natural trend is to focus on what's going on in front of where we're going, so you need to check your mirrors__________. Determine the stop distance by these factors: __________. Right: perception distance, reaction distance and braking distancePerations can generate a __________Correct: LiverSomeone dies in the United States every minute ___________ in an alcohol-related accident. Right: Having side effects that slow down your ability to think and
react quicklyDany DWI where your BAC is at least .08 becomes a second-degree felony (up to 10 years in prison, and a fine of up to $10,000) if __________. Correct: You are convicted of traveling more than 20 mph over the published limit All legal drugs carry __________. About __________ in every ten Americans will be involved in an alcohol-related accident. Most state vehicle codes state state state that you will not drive after taking a substance that __________. If you refuse to take a breath or blood test
when instructed to do so by a police officer,_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Correct: Your license can be suspended for up to a yearThe depressives affect __________.
Question 1: You cannot drive a vehicle unless all child passengers ___________ are well subject to an approved child re-withholding device. Correct: Under 8 years of age or less than 4 feet, 9 inches high Question 2: If you experience a burst on one of your front tires, your vehicle will be __________. Correct: Pulling hard in the direction of the deflated tyreCuestion 3: Car accidents are the number __________ cause of death for people from 3 to 33 years old. Question 4: The best way to deal with a tailgate is
___________. Question 5: A written report must be sent to the Texas Department of Public Safety within 10 days of a collision that: Right: Results in death, injury, or more than $1,000 property damageIon 6: Many collisions become more serious when drivers __________. Question 7: To reduce injuries in case your airbag unfolds, place your body at least __________ of the steering wheel. Question 8: To regain control of a vehicle on a skate, __________. Question 9: Large spatial margins on the road provide
__________. Correct: Visibility, time, and distance you need to avoid collisions Question 10: If the oil pressure light lights up while driving, you should ________________________ Question 1: Before entering an intersection, the safest search process is to search ________. Question 2: Entering the deceleration lane or ramp reduce the speed and_____________. Right: Keep a space-safe cushion in front of and behind your vehicle Question 3: If traffic is traveling faster than the speed limit, resist going at
the________. Question 4: One-way streets have identifying characteristics, including __________. Question 5: Many head-on collisions occur on two-lane roads as they pass because drivers______. Success: Right: the closing rate of traffic approaching question 6: One of the most important tasks to complete if you are driving in the rain, water and mud is to_________. Correct: Check tire inflation and tread depth Question 7: Select a travel lane with the least amount of congestion and stay in the lane you have
chosen until you need to turn, ___________, or avoid a hazard. Question 8: When traveling at a safe speed on a motorway, select a lane that allows others __________. Question 9: The maximum legal speed limit on a rural interstate is __________. Question 10: If the conditions are so bad that you cannot see the way ahead, _________. Correct: Pull as far away from the road as possible and turn on your emergency results from the emergency level test valuesPter you have answered 10 questions correctly.
Congratulations! You have achieved an approval score in this questionnaire. Click the 'Continue' button to move to the next drive. Note: We've highlighted your correct answers in green and your incorrect answers in red. Question 1: Many head-on collisions occur when passing through two-lane roads because drivers __________. Correct: Misjudding the closing rate of question 2 of approaching traffic: All vehicles carrying passengers for rent, all buses carrying passengers and all vehicles carrying flammable
explosives or liquids should always be stopped no closer than __________ and not beyond __________ of the railway tracks. Question 3: When changing lanes on a highway, point out your intentions and __________. Correct: Do not anticipate that other drivers will open a gap for you to enter Question 4: Unless otherwise posted, the legal speed limit on a numbered road in Texas during the day is __________. Question 5: On cold days, to prevent moisture from forming inside the glass, __________ before
turning on the defrost. Right: turn on the heater high and let the hot engineCuestion 6: One of the most important tasks to complete if you are driving in the rain, water and mud is to __________. Correct: Check tire inflation and tread depth Question 7: If conditions are so bad that you can't see the road ahead, __________. Right: Pull as far away from the road as possible and turn on your emergency turn signals Question 8: When entering the deceleration lane or exit ramp, slow down and __________. Right:
Keep a secure cushion of space in front of and behind your vehicle Question 9: Before entering an intersection, the process of safer is to search ___________. Question 10: __________ present drivers with unique and often high-risk challenges when driving in or near the city. Correct: One-way streets, visual overload and traffic jamsAza Drivers Test Driving Defense Responses &amp; Driver Improvement. Our nationally recognized curriculum is used by the U.S. Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps. The program
teaches drivers how to prepare the vehicle for compensate for environmental factors, drive defensively and react to potentially dangerous traffic situations. Course Information Course Information What should I take a driver improvement course? Completing a Virginia driver improvement course can help you reduce points and fines associated with traffic tickets, reduce your insurance rates, meet court requirements, or earn 5 safe driving points to your driving history. Yes! Our Virginia driver improvement courses
are approved by the Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) for your consents) to meet all points and penalty reduction requirements, insurance discounts, and safe driving points. I'm not sure if I'm eligible to take a Virginia drivers improvement course. How do you bird me? If the DMV orders you to complete a defensive driving course, you will receive a notice in the mail requiring you to attend. Similarly, if the court orders you to complete a driver improvement course, you will receive a referral on the date of
your court. If you need court permission to reduce points or fines/fees with a defensive driving course, you can contact your court before your court date to request permission to do so. Generally, you must meet the following requirements:You must have a valid non-commercial Virginia driver's license. You have been cited for a minor removal violation. You have no pending violations in your file, and your license has not been suspended or revoked. He's 20 years old or older. If it is not yet clear if you qualify for
traffic school, contact your court and ask for more information about your particular circumstances. Is there an age requirement to complete an online driver improvement course? Virginia residents must be at least 20 years of age to be eligible for online driver improvement. Any driver under the age of 20 must complete their driver upgrade requirements in a class environment. How often can I take a driver improvement course in Virginia? You can take the course once every 24 months (2 years) for point reduction
or to receive 5 safe driving points. If you are taking it as part of a court order, or for ticket dismissal/penalty reduction, there is no completion limit. Do I need to complete this driver improvement traffic school course at once? Lol With our online course, you are free to log in and out as much as you want, which means you can work on as many sessions as you need to complete the course! How long will this course take? Aaa Driver Improvement Course OnlineThe driver improvement program meets the 8-hour
duration requirement required by the state. You can work through those 8 hours all in one day if you wish, or you can extend it over a longer period of time. How much time do you care completely! What kind of things will I study? Each of its 8 chapters of the course focuses on issues related to Virginia driving and traffic These topics include:Road safetyAlcohol- and drug-impaired drivingDetestingsmament traffic testsAngesmament of emergencyI have to take a final exam? Yes, you do. The final exam is 50
multiple choice questions, and you will need to achieve an approval score of 80% or higher. You get unlimited repetitions on the exam if you don't pass your first attempt, so you're guaranteed to pass the course! IMPORTANT NOTE: You must take your final exam at an approved test center, under Virginia state law. You will have the opportunity to choose a test center near you during registration. If you need to re-take your final exam, you must wait 24 hours and therefore have to schedule another appointment at
your test center to complete your repetition. Why can't I take my final exam at home? The state of Virginia orders you to complete your final exam at an approved test center. We (and all other online defensive driving schools) must meet these state requirements. Your exam is still done directly on our website, so you will register with your username and password as usual – you will only do so on a different computer in an approved location. These include UPS stores, public libraries, and other similar locations.
What is the testing and qualification policy? Each of the 8 chapters contains a questionnaire that reviews the important content of that chapter. There are 10 questions per questionnaire, and you need to get 80% or more to move on to the next chapter. The quizzes will provide you with an excellent opportunity to master the course material and prepare for your final exam. You will be provided with feedback on any incorrect answers, and you can re-take your questionnaires an unlimited number of times. You will
then take your final exam at the end of your course at your approved test center. Enter your zip code to view a test center near you. You must score 80% or more to pass, and you can re-take the exam an unlimited number of times. You can only try your exam once a day, under Virginia state law. Is there any way the course could fail? Aaa Driving Improvement ProgramTener unlimited repetitions in your chapter quizzes and your final exam, so if you don't get 80% on your first attempt, you can simply take them
again until you pass. Keep in mind that you can only try your final exam once a day at an approved test center. If you need to re-take the test, you must schedule another appointment to do so at least 24 hours later. You must also finish the course and pass the test (at the approved test facility) within 730 after the start of the course. Why does this course have timers? Aaa Driver Improvement Program Test Answers Pdf This course is required by Virginia law to span 8 hours. To comply with this law, we (and all
other online defensive driving schools) are required to place timers on each page of the course. We that some students may read faster than the timer will allow you to move forward, but state regulations prohibit us from changing this feature. Timers cannot be disabled for any reason. read more
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